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We present a 333 surface-normal wavelength-selective crossbar using polymer-based volume
holograms. A prototype device is demonstrated using the center wavelength of 775 nm andDl510
nm. Employment of14-pitch graded-index rod lenses reduces the required nine wavelengths to three
while maintaining the 333 interconnects. The diffraction efficiencies of 75%, 83%, and 75% are
experimentally confirmed for wavelength 765, 775, and 785 nm, respectively. Surface-normal
configuration eliminates the conventional edge-coupling scheme which is vulnerable in a harsh
environment. A 333 crossbar is demonstrated with a two-way system insertion loss less than 3 dB
and channel-to-channel cross talk less than 20 dB. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
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Crossbar-based optical interconnects represent the
desirable network due to their fast switching speed and
latency in transmitting high speed signals. In this letter,
report the formation of a surface-normal nonblocking cro
bar based on a unique wavelength switching scheme
which photopolymer-based volume holograms are emplo
in conjugation with graded index~GRIN! rod lenses. A pro-
totype polymer-based volume hologram for multipl
wavelength 333 crossbar is experimentally demonstrated
765, 775, and 785 nm. The unique beam routing propert
a GRIN lens reduces nine wavelengths to three wavelen
while maintaining the required nine~333! individual inter-
connects. The elimination of edge-coupling significantly e
hances the packaging reliability. Furthermore, such a c
figuration is compatible with the implementation of vertic
cavity surface-emitting lasers where the characteristic of
muthal symmetry may be maintained in the wavegu
substrate.1

The demonstrated device is shown in Fig. 1. The volu
phase gratings recorded in the photopolymer films
slanted. The central wavelength of the input surface-nor
beam, i.e., 775 nm, is designed to be diffracted with a ma
mum efficiency at the Bragg angle2 which is 45° in our de-
sign. The wavelengths that deviate from the center wa
length are dispersed at different substrate bouncing an
with less diffraction efficiencies where discrete substr
modes are generated and zig-zagged within the substr3

The schematic of the microstructure of the designed volu
holograms is shown in Fig. 2. The central wavelength bou
ing angleu0 is set at 45°. For maximum diffraction effi
ciency at the central wavelength, the grating spacingL must
satisfy3

u052 sin21S l0

2nL D , ~1!

wherel0 is the central wavelength,L is the grating spacing
andn is the polymer refractive index.

a!Electronic mail: raychen@uts.cc.utexas.edu
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Four GRIN rod lenses are employed for this demons
tion. The three input GRIN lenses function as collimators
the incoming optical signals while the output GRIN rod le
functions as a focusing element on which a fiber array
integrated~Fig. 1!. The GRIN lenses employed have a par
bolic refractive index distribution profile of

n~y!5n~0!S 12
A2

2
y2D , ~2!

wheren(0) is the refractive index of the GRIN lens axis an
A is the GRIN lens property constant. The paraxial equat
describing the ray position at the output GRIN lens surfa
from a zigzag substrate mode with a bouncing angleDu
away from the Bragg condition is4

y~L !5y0 cos~AL!1
tan~Du!

A
•sin~AL!, ~3!

where

FIG. 1. Polymer-based volume hologram crossbar for a surface-normal33
nonblocking wavelength selective crossbar. Note that the special chara
istic of the GRIN lens reduces the nine wavelengths to three, i.e.,( i51

3 l i1

5l15765 nm,( i51
3 l i25l25775 nm, and( i51

3 l i35l35785 nm.
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In Eq. ~4!, p is the pitch size of the GRIN lens. Note for
quarter pitch lens, i.e.,p51/4, only the second term of Eq
~3! exists. Consequently, incoming beams with the sa
wavelength andDu come out from the same spot at the ou
put surface of the GRIN lens. In our experiment, the cor
spondingl i j andDu for each case of the 333 crossbar in-
terconnects are summarized in Table I. Three GRIN len
with 1 mm diameter each are used to collimate optical s
nals to the input holographic coupler~Fig. 1!. An output
GRIN lens is used to separate channels with different zig
bouncing angles. At the surface of output GRIN lens, ra
with the same initial bouncing angle converge to the sa
spot as predicted by Eq.~3!. Therefore, employment of a
GRIN lens reduces nine wavelengths to three wavelen
while keeping the required 333 interconnects. Combining
our crossbar with the fast switching wavelength tuna
VCSELs,5 a nonblocking 333 crossbar interconnect with
nanosecond (1029) switching speed can be realized. Th
bouncing angle differences are provided by the intrinsic d
persion of the input volume hologram. The use of GR
lenses provides the capability of surface normal coupl
through holograms and fibers. The vulnerable edge coup
scheme is eliminated. A reliable miniaturized package
thus be provided.

In the configuration shown in Fig. 1, three input fibe
each with a collimating GRIN lens are attached surfa
normally to the input volume hologram coupler. The thr
wavelengths transmitted through one single fiber are
persed by volume hologram into three different bounc
angles. The bouncing angle deviation from the center wa
length is described by the coupled wave theory2 which gives

FIG. 2. Phase grating diagram showing phase-matching condition.K , r, and
d represent the grating vector, the input wave vector and the output w
vector, respectively.

TABLE I. Corresponding wavelengths andDls of the nine interconnects fo
333 nonblocking crossbar.

Output\Input 1 2 3

1 Du50.5° Du50.5° Du50.5°
l115765 nm l215765 nm l315765 nm

2 Du50° Du50° Du50°
l125775 nm l225775 nm l325775 nm

3 Du50.5° Du50.5° Du50.5°
l135785 nm l235785 nm l335785 nm
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Du5
2Dl

l0
tan

u0
2
, ~5!

where l0 is the center wavelength,Dl is the wavelength
deviation from the center wavelength andu0 is the bouncing
angle for the center wavelength corresponding to the per
phase matching condition. As described by Eq.~3!, a quarter
pitch output GRIN lens separates light beams with differ
bouncing angles.Du is experimentally determined to b
60.5° with l05775 nm andu0545°. These results are in
good agreement with the theory. The signal beams wit
same wavelength from three separate input fibers are
routed to the same spot at the output surface of the qua
pitch GRIN lens~Fig. 3!, where a fiber array is attache
~three fibers in our case!. Therefore by using only three
wavelengths, a nonblocking 333 crossbar can be realized
The address of the sender in this case can be ident
through the header encoded in the optical signal.6

ve

FIG. 3. Ray tracing of light with different incident angles from three inp
angularly dispersed light beams onto the quarter pitch output GRIN lens~a!
( i51
3 l i15l15765 nm, ~b! ( i51

3 l i25l25775 nm, and~c! ( i51
3 l i35l3

5785 nm.
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The experiment is conducted using ap-polarized Ti:sap-
phire tunable laser pumped by a continuous argon ion la
DuPont polymer film HRF-600 having a thickness of 20mm
is employed and the hologram is recorded at 514 nm.
volume hologram is fabricated using a two beam interfere
method.7 The wavelength diffraction efficiencies of 75%
83%, and 75% are experimentally obtained for 765, 775,
785 nm, respectively.1 A microscopic objective couples th
light into a single mode fiber which has a GRIN rod le
attached at the output end. The input wavelength is mo
tored by an optical spectrum analyzer. The collimated li
from the single-mode fiber is diffracted by the input hol

TABLE II. The measured result of three-wavelength nonblocking cross

Wavelength~nm! Spot size~3 dB! ~mm! Channel separation~mm!

l15765 nm 75mm
l25775 nm 75mm 250
l35785 nm 75mm

FIG. 4. ~a! Image of GRIN lens output surface showing three-wavelen
channel separation~b!–~d!: two-dimensional and three-dimensional ne
field output mode profiles observed at the end of the output lens by act
ing ~b!, the first input channel,~c!, the second input channel, and~d! the
third input channel.
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graphic coupler and zig-zagged inside the glass substrat
is subsequently coupled out by the output hologram show
Fig. 1. The output GRIN rod lens focuses the light on
different spots corresponding to different wavelength ch
nels. A charge coupled device~CCD! camera and an eight bi
frame grabber image processing system is employed to
the pictures. Spot size, channel separation and other pa
eters are experimentally confirmed in Fig. 4. In our expe
ment, the average channel separation is 250mm and average
spot size less than 75mm. The average crosstalk is less th
220 dB. The result is summarized in Table II. The resu
shown in Fig. 4 represents incoming optical signals from o
input fiber having three different wavelengths. The outp
spectrum corresponding to the output spots shown in Fig
is further illustrated in Fig. 5. The output spectrum has
same bandwidth as that of the input~not shown!. The mea-
sured two-way insertion loss is less than 3 dB. We have
observed any unwanted spectral shift due to scattering in
nine interconnects.

In summary, we present a surface-normal nonblock
crossbar based on the wavelength dispersion of a volu
hologram. A 333 crossbar containing nine interconnectio
has been successfully demonstrated with wavelengths
765, 775, and 785 nm. The unique beam routing property
the GRIN lenses reduces the required nine wavelength
three while maintaining the 333 interconnects. Realizing th
fact that the switching speed of semiconductor lasers can
as fast as 1 ns, we expect to demonstrate a feasible fu
integrated crossbar using the demonstrated concept.
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FIG. 5. Output spectrum of the 333 crossbar at channels 765, 775, and 7
nm.
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